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Director of GWRRA

“Mutual Goals + Collaboration
+ Compromise = Success”
Director of GWRRA:
Jere Goodman
Linda and I just returned from the New England Rally in Rutland, Vermont and I could not help but
thinking what amazing things can be accomplished when a team is focused on being successful.

The six Districts alone would be challenged to put on their own convention due to their size. Originally, this began with six District Directors and even though teams have changed over the years and we
have fewer District Directors today, the mutual goal of serving the membership by providing a fun, quality event has always been the driving force for working together.
In August, New York and New Jersey will hold their combined effort and this is not their first time.
They have been holding a combined event for several years now.
Is it time to think outside of the box? Have economic conditions impacted the number of events that
our membership can attend? Are our vendors having a challenging time covering their expenses trying
to support our events? Can we hold a more successful event with greater attendance by focusing on the
benefit to the membership?
I am not saying that you should or need to combine
events. I am just saying that there are instances when it might
make sense to take a second look at the benefits of working with
another Chapter, District, or Region. Chapters have been doing
this for years for holiday parties, summer picnics, etc.
I applaud the six Districts of New England for what they
have been able to accomplish. I applaud what New York and New
Jersey has been able to accomplish.
It is not easy! There are
disagreements! There are differences of opinion! However, these
District Directors can rise above differences, because they realize
that; Mutual Goals + Collaboration + Compromise = Success!!!

Jere D. Goodman
Director of GWRRA
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Just imagine what it takes for four District Directors and their teams representing the six Districts in
New England (Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine) to organize and put together a combined Convention/Rally. What is even more amazing is that they have
been doing this since around 2002.

International Deputy Director of GWRRA

“Catching the Spirit”
Dave & Gwen Carter
International Deputy Directors
Recruiting and Retention – Retention and Recruiting. No matter how you say it, sometimes it sounds like
work. Time spent away from what we really want to do – ride our Wings and be with our friends. What I’m
about to share with you, except for a few minutes of your time in the beginning, won’t cost you anything and
will pay dividends in the way of more friends, a healthier chapter and more fun.

I have been in law enforcement for almost 40 years and I have no marketing experience. I could tell you
how to reduce crime in your neighborhood but how to effectively sell a product – well I guess that’s why I
have been a cop for 40 years. But even as a cop I’ve learned that in order to be affective you have to communicate effectively. Even if it is “Stop or I’ll Shoot” or telling everyone you know the benefits of GWRRA.
Benefits of GWRRA – whoa, wait a minute, isn’t that
the job of someone else? Wing World, the National
Office are what most members think about when we
talk benefits. But what I suspect is that somewhere
around 99% of our members did not join GWRRA because they knew that they would get a discount at Office Max or at the Red Roof Inn. No, they joined because of the benefits someone
told them about, such as, more friends, more riding experiences, and educational opportunities
locally, poker runs, bug runs, parties, picnics... the list is endless.
But that perspective member was also told that they can participate in that cornucopia of activities at their
own level and pace. There is a Life Member in Missouri Chapter B2 who always says – to have fun in GWRRA you have to PARTICIPATE, PARTICIPATE, PARTICIPATE ! But what if you can’t PARTICIPATE, PARTICIPATE, PARTICIPATE, but what if you can only PARTICIPATE or PARTICIPATE, PARTICIPATE?
This is where my suggestion pays the dividends. If you are not able to PARTICIPATE ( X 3 ) you lose the
information ( X 3 ). In times past and we all can remember this, most if not all lengthy communication occurred via pen and pencil and the US Mail. Today we are communicating at lightning speed. Heck, some of
us are actually depositing our pay checks via our phones. Our newsletters are now being transmitted via
email with little or no cost to the sender or recipient. And, generally speaking, the cost of that speed does not
increase with use.
Remember, I said tried, tested and proven? In the past few months a Region, a District and a Chapter
have tested the waters with positive results. They increased participation at Conventions, they raised more
money at the fund raiser and they increased overall membership.
How? By using the tool that GWRRA gives every Region, District and Chapter – the Area Report List (aka
ARL). If you have not noticed, the ARL provides an email address for most members. Also, to my surprise,
was the accuracy of the emails. This is directly attributed to the efforts of Ed & Linda Johnson, GWRRA International Membership Enhancement Program Directors and the National office and Member Services. Their
continued efforts make this tool affective.

.(Continued on next page)
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Tried, tested and proven to work with little or no cost. You might say that this sounds like an info-mercial
on TV, doesn’t it? I firmly and honestly believe that our Regions, District and Chapters do everything they
know of to keep their membership growing, healthy and HAPPY. After all, it makes no sense not to...right?
But the key to that last sentence is that small word -“know”. Most of your know, you just don’t apply it effectively.

International Deputy Director of GWRRA

“Catching the Spirit”
Dave & Gwen Carter - International Deputy Directors
(continued)
If you are the Membership Enhancement Coordinator for the Region, District or Chapter you know that the
number of members listed on the ARL and listed as members of a specific Chapter are, generally, greater
than those who actually participate with a chapter. The same statement can be made at every level. Think
about it, what if all 60,000 + of us showed up at Wing Ding!

For a District or Regions you may acquire an expense because you are sending to more. Here are
some web sites and tools that you might consider.
Constant Contact
http://www.constantcontact.com
Yousendit
https://www.yousendit.com
Sendblaster
http://www.sendblaster.com
All of these venues have been successfully used. If you use this idea please let me know. If you have ideas
of your own that are working for you let me know that as well. We can never communicate too much.
Thanks to all GWRRA members for making a great association – Catch the Spirit!

Dave & Gwen Carter
International Deputy Director
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OK, here it comes, my request or favor to ask. For most of us we have about three to four months left in
our riding season. For those next few months send your newsletters to everyone on the ARL. The Chapter
level is the easiest. Most are sending to 50% of that ARL already. Here is that little bit of time that I was talking about. Depending on Internet service, creating or enlarging your mailing list takes time. If you are using
Office Outlook or Office Express, it is just a matter of cutting and pasting the email address into the BCC line
of the email. Make sure you know the limits of your email service – how many can I send, how often can I
send a large list at one time – don’t be tagged as a SPAMMER (too many, too often).

Rider Education

“It Takes Volunteers!”
International Directors of Rider Education:

Tony & Michelle Van Schaick

It takes a village… strike that, It takes Volunteers! This year’s Wing Ding is a fading fond memory now.
We learned about a weather phenomenon called a derecho. We met a lot of new people we now call friends,
and renewed our relationships with many others.



Betty Knutson, Bob & Becky Minor, Susan Allhands, Michelle Van Schaick, Joe & Jan Mazza, and all
the folks who set up, staffed, and took down the Rider Ed/Motorist Awareness Booth. Each day multiple
Educators filled in to answer questions about the programs, register/reschedule participants in seminars,
riding courses, and CPR/First Aid classes, enter course completion data into the Rider Ed database
(special mention to Anna Grimes), sell tickets for the donated trailer, and provide rebates for attendance
of the pre-paid courses.



Seminar Presenters – Betty Knutson solicited volunteers to present at Wing Ding starting many
months ahead of the event, working with Ed Nahl to match seminars, presenters, and available rooms.
Kyle Craig took on the task of ensuring the Seminar rooms were ready each day. Numerous certified volunteers presented all the Seminars that just might save a life –or minimize injury for the Members or a
loved one.



Riding Course Instructors – can you say hot, hot, hot? Nobody knew more about the heat this year than
the instructors outside teaching riding courses, or when they came in a day early to mark the ranges.
While the 145 participants taking advantage of Riding Course training were plenty warm, they at least had
the advantage of the motion of the bike, trike, or sidecar to cool off a bit. The Instructors were on foot unless providing a demonstration. Walking miles on each course while placing and retrieving those two inch
tall cones added a lot of exertion. They were coming to the coliseum to drop off course paperwork looking
like they had come in out of a rain storm, dripping with perspiration. Ice Angel Joan Dollarhide worked with
the Event Management folks to get ice and water to the courses as well as deliver and pickup equipment
each day. GWRRA rented the cargo van to provide the transportation. Our new Director of Riding Course
Programs Harry Dollarhide got a first-hand view of coordinating the instructors on site; finding replacements for instructors that had to cancel at the last minute. Harry was even on the range teaching with other instructors. We certified an instructor to teach a new course this year as well. Most of our Master Instructors volunteered this year to co-teach; to support and pass on their experience to our Instructors.
GWRRA President Abel Gallardo commented on how much these Riding Course Instructors were doing
for the Membership at Wing Ding!



CPR/First Aid – Larry Stiles coordinated the volunteers and provided certification training for new MEDIC
FIRST AID Instructor Trainers. Volunteer instructors put on initial and recertification training for the Members.



Region Educators and designated substitutes – for coming early to support an annual Rider Education
meeting. To the IPFW Holiday Inn for being our host. Webmaster Bill Haggerty was modifying the Rider
Ed Website to implement decisions made at the meeting before we even left the room. That is service!
(Continued on next page)
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All of this would not have been possible without many volunteers working hard to make the Members’ experiences more enjoyable. 1150+ hours of Rider Education related training would not have been possible
without both providers and participants willing to improve themselves. We would like to offer our sincere appreciation and thanks to:

Rider Education

“It Takes Volunteers!”
International Directors of Rider Education: Tony & Michelle Van Schaick



Top Gun – we lost our coordinator for the event with short notice, but folks stepped up to the occasion.
We provided the spray chalk, marking equipment, pens, clipboards and forms. John Wait took over running the event. Participants Steve & Patty McKenna, Scott & Bene Johnson, and Ricky Scales (and others
too numerous to recall but equally appreciated) jumped in to help layout the range, and run registration,
run the awards (plaques) presentation as well as compete.



Amazing Team Challenge - Retiring Director of Drill Teams Jim Graybeal provided another version of the
course layout and marked the range for the event. The participants added their own flare this year by introducing some new techniques – like sidesaddle. The audience braved the temperatures and enjoyed the
show,



Drill Teams – The Central Florida and Northern Lights Drill Teams put on a show for us this year. A new
addition was a seminar followed by a riding practice session put on by the Captain of the Northern Lights
Drill team. Members interested in trying out what it takes to be in a drill team were offered a chance to
participate in a group of controlled exercises coached by the experts.



Motorcycle Crash Scene Reenactment - Region D Educator John Kuehl, Former OH District Educator
Chuck Geggie, and Former WV District Educator Don Henrey planned a show for us to see what happens
at the scene of an accident. A wrecked motorcycle, a wrecked 4-wheeler, a drunk driver (convincingly portrayed by outgoing GWRRA Director Mike Stiger) Police cars, Fire Trucks, Ambulances, and even a helicopter was flown in to stage the event. GWRRA Co-Founder Paul Hildebrandt was ecstatic and wished
the fire trucks would drive around the facility again and again! Special thanks to Robinson Towing &
Wrecking Yard in New Haven, In for to getting a junk car and bike for the reenactment; Three Rivers Ambulance Authority (the EMS that handles the Coliseum area) to arrange for Ambulance support; Health
Net Helicopter Services working out of the 2 major hospitals in Ft. Wayne - Lutheran Hospital and Samaritan Hospital; the Ft. Wayne City Fire Dept. and the Ft. Wayne City Police. This was the perfect complement to the Motorcycle Crash Scene Response Seminar provided immediately before the demonstration.



Level IV Breakfast – once again, our host the IPFW Holiday Inn provided a great meal and speedy service to get everyone fed and seated expeditiously.



KKT Event Management, especially Kevin and Kristie Thomas were always there to meet our every
need. Inevitably we will forget someone special who made a remarkable effort to serve the Membership
and assist the Team, so for anyone we inadvertently failed to specifically mention – our sincere Thanks as
well.

Please take a moment to say thank you when you meet these people in the future. It means the world to them
to be appreciated for their volunteer efforts. As a volunteer leader in GWRRA, this is also one of the best parts
– telling folks how much you appreciate them! What a great Team we have!

Tony & Michelle Van Schaick
GWRRA Rider Education International Directors
1822 Landstrom Lane
Fuquay-Varina, NC 27526-5893
(919) 346-1433 Home
(919) 830-4658 Tony’s Mobile
(919) 830-2778 Michelle’s Mobile
avanschaick@nc.rr.com
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(continued)

Rider Education

“FOCUS PERCEPTUAL BLINDNESS”
International Asst. Directors of Rider Education:

Joe & Jan Mazza

I used Google as a search engine and simply typed “automobile accidents
- I didn’t see him”. What I got was totally unexpected. One million, two hundred twenty thousand hits. I pulled up some of these to make sure it was exactly what I was researching and yes, it was. There were comments from attorneys as well as the drivers themselves. I figured if at least a half or even a
quarter of these comments were connected to auto accidents, it was still
amazing.
Why does this phenomenon exist? When speaking of overlooking motorcycles, there is a process
called “focus perceptual blindness”. As Paul Johnson, Chapter B2, Douglassville, Georgia, a control systems engineer at Norfolk Southern explains it, perceptual blindness or “inattention blindness,” refers to people who see what they are looking for and screen out everything else. Steven Novella in a Neurological
Blog for Neuroscience published June 18, 2010 calls it “Change Blindness”.
A study of perceptual blindness explains why drivers overlook motorcycles, bicycles and pedestrians
on the roads. This study was conducted by University of Illinois Professors Arien Mach and Irvin Rock in
1998. The professors had people watch a video of people passing a basketball while a man in a gorilla suit
walks through the crowd. A large percentage of people don’t notice the gorilla because they are focusing
on the basketball being passed around. The gorilla was an Unexpected Event. (Editor’s note: Here is another newer video, similar to the original done in 1999. Called; CHANGE BLINDNESS- Cognitive Psychology Experiment, go to: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0grANlx7y2E and give it a try!)
When driving, people are looking for other cars and consequently don’t see Unexpected Events like
motorcycles. It is hard for a motorcyclist to understand why or how anyone can miss or overlook something
as large as a touring bike. You may ride anything from a sport bike to a fully loaded Goldwing. That puts
motorcycles in your filter of thought. Motorcycles mean something to you; therefore, you notice them more
frequently than people with no interest in them. More than 50% of all crashes involving a motorcycle and a
passenger car occur because the motorist did not see the motorcycle or didn’t see it soon enough to respond.
Most of us do a lot of driving. We focus on many things to make us safe drivers and that is all extremely
important and necessary. As stated earlier, studies have proven we have natural filters that prevent us from
being alert to unexpected events. Keep in mind that WE are the unexpected event and any rider training
you can take to help you avoid a collision is highly recommended.

Joe and Gracie Mazza
International Rider Education
Motorist Awareness Director
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Why is it that the first words spoken by a motorist after having crashed
into a motorcycle are “I didn’t see him”? I decided to check to see if this reaction is unique to auto vs. motorcycle accidents or have they been used in other accident scenarios such as motorist vs. motorist.

Rider Education

“WING DING 34- FORT WAYNE, INDIANA”
International Asst. Directors of Rider Education:

Joe & Jan Mazza

Speaking of crashes, we were contacted by Scotty Bevill of Region E who consults with The Ohio Public Safety Department. It
seems he and his co rider, Farrah, were hit in Fort Wayne at a stop
light during Wing Ding week. He has asked us for Motorist Awareness materials since he has taken to telling his story during his travels for his company and would like to add to his presentations. Scotty and Farrah were very lucky to have survived this incident since
we are aware of another couple who were hit and killed during this
same time period.
Since we brought up the subject of accidents occurring at Wing Ding 34, I thought I would remind everyone about motorcyclist conspicuity. In other words, doing everything we can to aid motorists in seeing us:






Wear brightly colored protective gear and a DOT-compliant helmet. Red, yellow, orange and white are
highly visible and help a rider stand out.
Strategically use your lane position to see and be seen.
Use reflective tape and stickers to make you more visible to other motorists.
Use turn signals for every turn or lane change, even if you think no one will see it.
Combine hand signals and turn signals to draw more attention to yourself.

One of the activities we were involved in during the week was the “Motorcycle Crash Scene Response”
demonstration. This demonstration was very informative and involved the police, firefighters, first responders and helicopter evacuation teams. The presentation took place in the parking lot and was well attended
despite the 105 degree temperature.
Finally, our thanks go out to Doug Roberts for presenting a top notch MA seminar. Doug also took
home skill riding plaques. Congratulations, Doug. Also, a tip of the hat to Betty Knutson for manning the
Rider Ed. table and Tony and Michelle Van Schaick who did an excellent job of coordinating all of the Rider
Education events and activities. I would also like to mention all the other Rider Education presenters who
worked so hard to make this Wing Ding so successful. Remember ATGATT and ride safe and AWARE!.

Joe and Gracie Mazza
International Rider Education
Motorist Awareness Director
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Well, GWRRA’s Wing Ding 34 is just a pleasant memory now.
As we look back we can smile and say “Mission Accomplished “.
Going into this Wing Ding there was some apprehension on our part
as to just how successful we in Motorist Awareness would be, since
this was our first convention where we were manning the MA booth.
Apparently the time spent on putting together the 30 minute video
loop dealing with motorist and motorcyclist driving and riding unaware was a BIG HIT. We had many members asking for a copy of
the video so they could present it to their prospective chapters. The
video is now available on our National website under Rider Education/Motorist Awareness and is titled “The Crash Test Project”.

Membership Enhancement

“MEMBERSHIP ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM
LOGO ”
International Directors of Membership Enhancement

Ed & Linda Johnson
One of the FUN things we get to do is to visit Region, District, and Chapter web sites and read all the interesting articles that are published concerning the Membership Enhancement Program. There are many
great articles and some we select and publish in the International Newsletter the “INSIGHT”.
We have noticed on several web sites the old Membership Enhancement Division logo is still being used.
The word Division was changed to Program in early 2011 and a new Membership Enhancement logo
was designed using the word Program. The new logo can be found on the Membership Enhancement
web page or you can copy and paste from this article.

If you need assistance in making any changes, please feel free to contact us for help.

Ed and Linda Johnson
International Directors
GWRRA Membership Enhancement Program

To save this logo to your computer; #1 place your cursor over the GWRRA logo, #2 right click your
mouse and select “Save as Picture” from the menu, #3 save the logo to the folder of your choice.
(THE NUMBER ONE ERROR OF COMPUTER USERS: Remember what folder you downloaded the
file to for future easy recovery! Maybe even create a GWRRA folder?)
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The word Division implies that we are divided from the other Programs within GWRRA. Help us to unite
and pull the Programs together by correcting your web sites and Newsletters.

Membership Enhancement

“Wing Ding Wind-Down”
International Couple Of the Year Coordinators:

July 4th marked the anniversary of our nation's independence. As we spent the holiday with GWRRA
family, we tried to take a moment to reflect on the individual liberties for which the founders of our great nation fought and died; life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. As we celebrated our nation's independence
and enjoyed the freedoms won in hard fought conflict, we sometimes neglect to remember that the July 4th
holiday is also a time of increased incidence of preventable mishaps. One moment of fun can turn into a split
second of disaster. Although Steven and I love the Couple Of the Year program, we
are huge advocates for the safety side of the spectrum. During the festivities, we
witnessed an accident involving a couple on a motorcycle. Fortunately we had an
EMT riding with us (Allen Wessels with his wife Dottie) and he proceeded to do an
excellent job of assisting in the situation. It was obvious that the other members had
taken some crash scene response classes, because everyone jumped into action.
Good news -- what looked like a horrible accident turned out to be not so bad. The
first thing she said when I arrived on the scene was that it was the first time in 2200
miles that they took their helmets and full gear off; they figured they would only be
doing under 30 miles per hour in the light parade traffic; however the car behind
them was not paying attention and was traveling at a high rate of speed and hit them
from behind. Although we did hear of other tragedies during the event, this couple attended Wing Ding the
next day and joined GWRRA. We can’t stress enough how important it is to take motorcycle safety serious
and we should never really “take a break” from our safety habits. So, for me, this couple was a couple of the
year. It was nothing short of a miracle that they came out of this situation with minor injuries. It was an honor
to know they joined GWRRA because our group that responded to them did what GWRRA members are notorious for; they served the public in a time of need. In return, the couple wanted to be a part of our association. So, even if you don’t have a medallion affirming that you are a couple of the year, you are just as special and can always make a difference.
Now onto the highlights of the International Couple of the Year selection process...it was a huge success.
We really challenged the judges this year; they were all having a very difficult time determining who would be
the next couple to be selected. To us, this means that the program is doing very well. When we stump the
judges, it means that we brought top-notch representatives to the tables. I cannot even fathom wanting to be
a judge in this year’s selection. Indeed, they had a hard time judging; these couples were very sharp, very
friendly, and VERY FUN. This class of couples seems to really have bonded well with each other. Steven
and I had so much fun with these couples. We’ve fallen in love all over again with this year’s couples. It’s
safe to say that we have the best job in the world. It’s so gratifying to have the honor to play with these folks.
Although, there is only one first place (aka selected couple of the year), the rest can NOT be labeled as second place. I had an epiphany after the selection process was over. We should never label the couples that
were not selected as second place. Instead, I deem them all FIRST RATE! To remind them that they are
FIRST RATE couples, I visited a vendor and had each couple a badge made for them. It said, “2012-2013
FIRST RATE COUPLE.” Now, boys and girls, this is the way couples should be labeled. They have worked
just as hard and served the GWRRA association in the greatest capacity. They deserve this and more as
honored members. Steven and I are very, very proud of each of them. As ambassadors, they are spectacular representations of commitment and dedication. Each region was very well represented by all of the couples.
On another note, Steven and I cannot thank the judges enough for their participation and efforts for the
International Couple Of the Year Selection Process. They were very dedicated and took their jobs serious.
They worked hard for the Association. We humbly appreciate their roles in the process. We love these judges as much as the couples. Some of the judges have been couples themselves, so they have been involved
in the program on both sides of the process. A huge thanks goes out to Shirley & Benny for their
Continued on next page
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Steven & Tammy Hollingsworth

Membership Enhancement

“Wing Ding Wind-Down”
International Couple Of the Year Coordinators:

Steven & Tammy Hollingsworth
(continued)
participation. I think we should get some special medallions made for them and make them the Galactic
Couple. They are so much fun and Wing Ding would not be the same if they didn’t come. By the way, Benny
is a good dancer.

Okay, we would like to put out a challenge/proposition to you all to give us ideas of what you’d like to
hear or learn more about in the Couple Of the Year Program. If you have questions, ideas, comments,
please feel free to contact us. We want to share the knowledge that we have gained through our experiences. Please no comments about the music this year; we’ve got plans to have some more upbeat music next
year. We will have you out of your seats partying.
Thank you for all of your support to us and to the program. We
appreciate and love all of you. Following our article, we would like to
introduce to you our new 2012-2013 International Couple of the
Year, Greg & Renée Dempsey. They would like to attend all of the
rallies but each of them are still working full time, so as they can,
they will travel to as much as they can to see you all. When they
show up, give them a big ole hug. And oh! Don’t forget, I’m a hug
collector. So, if I’m there, don’t forget to hug me. I LUV HUGS!
Mike Stiger is in the Hug Collector Club, so if you see him out, give
him a big’un too!!!
Till next time, ride safe, have FUN, and eat lots of ICE CREAM…in the summer months, it keeps you
cool. That’s our story and we’re stick’n to it!!

Tammy & Steven Hollingsworth
International Couple Of the Year Coordinators
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Again, Steven and I love this job. We could not do it alone and we would like to thank our timekeepers,
video techs, safe zone attendants and escorts (Lynn & Lyn Edwards, Hiram & Lisa Bass, Jacob & Kathy
Lawyer, Allen & Dottie Wessels, and Kirby & Sandy White), Ed & Linda Johnson, KK&T Event team and of
course, Renee Thomas as well as many more folks involved in helping us pull this selection process off. Together Everyone Accomplishes More (TEAM)…hmmmm…..I’ve heard that somewhere before, haven’t you?

Membership Enhancement

“Introducing the 2012-2013 International Couple of the Year ”
International Couple Of the Year Coordinators:

We are Greg and Renee Dempsey, the current International Couple of the year. I’ve been riding a Gold
Wing since January 2010, and Greg has been riding a Gold Wing since 2008, with me as his co-rider. Greg
rode and raced motorcycles, mostly dirt-bikes, since his teen years. We are blessed with three children; one
girl and two boys, we also have three grandchildren; one girl and two boys. Life goes by, and before we
knew it, we were empty-nesters. Now what? Fortunately, our dilemma was solved. Since joining the Gold
wing Road Riders Association in 2008, we’ve discovered a whole new family. Along with this new family and
friends, we have continued our education, but now it is motorcycle-oriented. Greg became a Senior Leadership Instructor, as well as an ARC & TRC instructor. I’m a PLP facilitator and a Leadership Instructor. Along
with the family aspect of the Gold Wing Road Riders Association, education is important to both of us, after
all “Knowledge is power”. We are currently the Alabama District Trainers and the Couple of the year coordinators as well as Chapter Directors of Alabama Chapter B.
Being Couple of the Year is a humbling position. We enjoy being with, helping, and meeting other people.
For us, to have continued in the program and been chosen as the International Couple, with our friends and
family standing alongside of us, is truly more than just a motorcycling experience. This program has brought
us even closer together. Not only are we happily married, we are a TEAM. Since joining the Gold Wing
Road Riders Association, we have traveled from coast to coast, region to region and have attended as many
couple selections as we could. One thing we have noticed is that each and every one of the couples we’ve
met, talked about the encouragement and support they have received from their chapter, district or region,
regardless if they were chosen to continue to the next level or not. Across the board, they all just want to
encourage others to join in the fun. Our goals as members is to continue to have fun, encourage others, and
become the best that we can be. The Gold Wing Road Riders Association has enriched our lives beyond
anything we have ever participated in before. Being the Couple of the Year at any level is an honor and we
plan to continue to represent the association in the most positive way that we can.
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Steven & Tammy Hollingsworth

Leadership Training

“ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION”
International Assistant Director
of Leadership Training
Ed Nahl

A grievance is defined as a wrong or hardship which results in a complaint. Grievances have their origin in history dating back to the 13 th century
when a revolt among the English led to the Magna Carta in 1215. Since that
time grievances have evolved from complaints against royalty to issues revolving around collective bargaining agreements (contracts) between labor and
management. Because the issues arise between labor and management the
process suffers from an almost always fatal flaw.
The typical grievance process starts at the lowest level (employee and supervisor) and, failing resolution escalates higher and higher within the organization until an arbitrator is assigned to render a decision.
There are two problems with this process. First, the arbitrator is generally drawn from a pool of credentialed individuals whose salaries are paid from a pool of funds from both the labor and management budgets which seems to dilute the appearance of impartiality. Second, in most cases is neither side is looking
for a win-win solution but rather a winner-take-all ruling. The reason grievances escalate from level to
level is the reluctance of either party to look for a solution that may not completely satisfy the grievant and
management but would be a manageable solution.
As you know our association is different from public and private sector organizations and very different from clubs. Since its inception, GWRRA has had an avenue whereby members could air their complaints through the grievance procedure. More recently Officers were given a similar process if they needed to address actions by a member. However, utilizing the GWRRA grievance procedure resulted in a
duplication of the private and public sector processes. Ultimately the process continues level by level until
the complaint is elevated to the Director of GWRRA whose decision was final.
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) provides an alternative avenue where disputes may be handled
in a more neutral stage. Crucial to the understanding of the ADR process is the realization that disagreements within GWRRA are not based on typical labor-management positions. As Members and Officers of
the Association we are focused on one thing – the continued success of the Association. Therefore we
are not on opposite sides when disputes arise. As part of the GWRRA “family” Members and Officers
alike need to look to finding the win-win result rather than the winner-loser results of typical grievance processes.
It is this special relationship that makes ADR a viable alternative when disputes arise. Instead of using the grievance procedure a complaint may be heard by a mediator or arbitrator at the lowest level. Resolving a dispute at the lowest level is the ultimate goal of any mediation/arbitration process. Now it is
time to describe the differences between mediation and arbitration so the parties can make an informed
decision regarding which path they want to take.
Mediation is the use of a disinterested third party that helps both parties arrive at an amicable solution to their differences. Arbitration is the use of a disinterested third party that makes an irrevocable
decision that settles the dispute. If the parties can agree to disagree and use the services of a mediator
Continued on next page
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During a meeting at the recently concluded Wing Ding in Ft. Wayne,
Region Directors and Trainers were introduced to a new tool that may be utilized
to resolve disagreements within the Association. Before the process is explained a little history is in order.

Leadership Training

“ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION”
International Assistant Director of Leadership Training
Ed Nahl
(continued)
the most likely outcome will a win-win outcome. If the parties
utilize the services of an arbitrator they must both realize that
the decision of the arbitrator is final and cannot be reversed.

What are the qualifications of the mediators or arbitrators? To be
an effective mediator or arbitrator the individual must have a good
working knowledge of GWRRA policies and procedures. The Officer’s
Handbook can provide valuable information when making decisions.
Who will be the mediators or arbitrators in the association? In an
attempt to resolve issues at the lowest possible level the District Director should be the first contact for disputes at the Chapter level, unless
they have a conflict of interest. If the District Director cannot be the
mediator/arbitrator then it falls to the Region Director, and if there is a
conflict of interest at that level, it goes to the Region Trainer to take the
lead.
A similar scenario is applicable if the issue arises at the District level. First the Region Director will attempt to resolve the problem. If the
Region Director has a conflict of interest then the Region Trainer will
become the mediator/arbitrator. In the unlikely event that both the Director and Trainer have a conflict of interest then assistance may be
solicited from a neighboring Region.

http://www.gwrra.org/oconnect/
officerhandbook.html

Whether members choose the existing grievance procedure, mediation, or arbitration, two elements
are crucial to the process. All agreements and decisions as well as interview notes must be in writing. All
parties must respect the confidentiality of the process.
Ed Nahl
International Assistant Director
Leadership Training Program
Editor’s note: For those members who would like a copy of the GWRRA Officer’s Handbook, simply click
on the blue hyperlink on the picture of the handbook above. It will take you directly to the GWRRA
“oconnect” download page where you may do so.
And if I may put in a final word to Ed’s well written and descriptive article…...PLEASE remember the true
reason why we are members of GWRRA. Friends, Safety, Knowledge, but most of all FUN! Like our
motto in the North Carolina District, “It’s All About THE RIDE…..It’s All About FUN!”
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Where does the win-win solution fit in the organization
of the association? Ideally mediation is the best option for dispute resolution. With mediation both parties are actively involved in the solution. Arbitration, on the other hand does not
involve both parties except for the initial fact finding interviews.

Membership Enhancement

“Membership Enhancement Notes”

Jere & Maurine Pyburn
Region H
Membership Enhancement Coordinators
In coming up with an idea for our July article, the thought came to me, how can ALL OF US help with
Membership Enhancement?

A question we might ask ourselves is, are we taking time to make our guest feel welcome enough that
they will want to participate with us? Are we giving them enough information about GWRRA? Many Districts
and Chapters have printed booklets containing a brief explanation of the workings of the organization that
help visitors to better understand what we are all about.
Another thought to Chapter Directors, are you sending Chapter Information to those members who appear on your ARL report listed as Unassigned? Even though they may be some distance from your Chapter,
involving them with information regarding activities and functions of Chapter life might on special occasions
cause them to want to participate with your group and hopefully become a part of GWRRA.
We can make our Motto of “Friends for Fun, Safety and Knowledge” come to life by making our visitors
feel welcome enough that they will want to become a part of our great GWRRA family.
While this is not new approach I do think these thought provoking ideas can work if we will just give them
a try.
Thank you for your consideration.
Jere & Maurine Pyburn
Membership Enhancement Coordinators
Region H
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At one time all of us were new members. Think back, how did you feel when you first went to a gathering? Did you know anyone? How were you treated that first, second or third time? Did you receive a warm
and friendly welcome? Did someone introduce you to others in the room? Were you left to sit alone? Did
someone take time to explain some of the things that make GWRRA one of the best Motorcycle organizations around? Did someone explain how the meetings are conducted? Did the Chapter Director or other
Team member introduce you to the entire group and were you made to feel welcome?

GWRRA Camping & RV SIG

“Our Bio”
Jorge & Julia Perez
GWRRA Camping & RV
SIG Representatives
The Membership Enhancement TEAM is excited to announce that Jorge and Julia Perez have accepted the position of Camping & RV
SIG Representatives. Jorge and Julia are excited to be appointed to this position and will be available to help you with you Camping &
RV questions via email, GWRRA Message Board, phone calls and any way they can. They are from New Jersey and have held numerous positions within GWRRA including being former New Jersey District Directors. Please join us in welcoming Jorge and Julia to the
Membership Enhancement TEAM.
Ed and Linda Johnson
International Directors
GWRRA Membership Enhancement Program

We have been married for 36 years and have been blessed with 3 sons, 1 daughter and 6 grandkids.
Julia has been riding for 8 years and currently owns a Suzuki Burgman 400. She is retired; great cook, friend,
mechanic, homemaker, landscaper, painter, polisher, planner and motorcycle rider. I have been riding for 34
years and currently own a 2006 GL1800. I am Director of Technology by trade and because of my beautiful
wife Julia, a very lucky man the rest of the time.
We are very proud of being surrounded by such a great family and feel truly blessed by God. The glue
that has always bonded us has been enjoying our activities together. As a family we enjoy RV, Camping,
Fishing, NASCAR, Corvettes, Motorcycles and most of all GWRRA. We use our 2002 Fleetwood Bounder
motorhome as a base camp whenever possible and try to combine it with our love for RV, Camping and our
GWRRA family and activities. As your Camping & RV SIG Representatives, we look forward to serving our
members as a source of Camping & RV knowledge with a certain GWRRA flavor to it. Please contact us with
any RV and Camping questions or suggestions you might have.

Jorge and Julia Perez
GWRRA Camping & RV SIG Representatives
Membership #248746 & #248746-01
RVSIG@USA.com
”Friends for Fun, Safety & Knowledge
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GWRRA Camping & RV SIG

“A Few Detours on our Wing Ding 34
Camping & RV Adventure”

Wing Ding 34 was quite an event for us. We were excited to combine our love for camping with our extended family of GWRRA NJ Chapter H. The convoy consisted of 3 motorhomes, 1 GL1500 Trike and a Can
Am Spider. Our first destination was Baylor Beach Park by Canton, Ohio. With stops every 125 miles we arrived at the campground at around 6:00 PM. Whenever traveling long distances with motorcycle riders, you
need to stop frequently along the way to give everyone a chance to recharge their batteries. To ensure our
stops can handle not only the motorcycles but also the RVs towing trailers we use Bing & Google online maps. The overhead
view lets you see the needed parking space for everyone with
easy on & off access to your route. Once we crossed the Ohio
border one of the motorhome’s trailers suffered a blowout. With
quick commutations, the tail RV had them pullover and assisted
in changing the tire. The NASCAR pit crews would have been
proud of the effort! In the meantime the lead RV continued on
with the motorcycles to the 1st available exit off the interstate.
Once the repair was completed, everyone met up and continued on to the campground. Of course it’s the detours in a trip
that make Camping & RVing so much FUN, but being prepared
& making intelligent decisions will always be appreciated by
those traveling with you.
By Monday we arrived at Johnny Appleseed Campground in Fort Wayne, Indiana. Having a campground
within walking distance of Wing Ding is really wonderful. With such a venue, space was at a premium, but
that just made getting to know your neighbor a lot easier. Little did we know that Mother Nature would throw
us a few curve balls, but once again being prepared and making good decisions would help to pull everyone
together. Power was lost several times at the campground, but having a well maintained generator helped
not only us, but also several fellow members camping
around us. They were able to plug into our motorhome
and use the electricity to keep cool in 100+ temperatures. In such serious heat, being able to run a fan can
be a life saver. We also had a storm with 80+ mph winds
come right through the campground and cause extensive damage to the campground and a lot of the camping equipment. One of the RVs had a tree topple on it
while tents, awnings, and popup campers were damaged. We were lucky not to have received any damage
from the storm. That night we not only supplied power to
our neighbors but also had 3 of the members that were
hard hit by the storm stay with us overnight in our motorhome. Once again a few detours made our camping
adventure at Wing Ding 34 one to be remembered as
having the most FUN with all our GWRRA family.

Jorge and Julia Perez
GWRRA Camping & RV SIG Representatives
Membership #248746 & #248746-01
RVSIG@USA.com
”Friends for Fun, Safety & Knowledge
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Jorge & Julia Perez
GWRRA Camping & RV SIG Representatives

GWRRA

Region I

August 15 - 18

Bi-State (NJ/NY)

August 16 - 18

Colorado District

August 16 - 18

Kansas District

August 23 - 25

California District

Aug 31 - Sep 3

Pennsylvania District

September 6 - 8

Region A

September 13 - 15

Region D

September 13 - 15

North Carolina District

September 20 - 22

New Mexico District

September 27-29

Iowa District

September 28 - 29

Virginia District

October 4 - 6

Oklahoma District

October 5-6

Mississippi District

October 11 - 13

Arizona District

October 26 - 28

Don’t see your Region or District event listed?
Contact the Insight Newsletter Editor;
Gary Henry
Email: GWRRA.Insight@gmail.com
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